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ABSTRACT
e quality of non-default ranking on e-commerce platforms, such
as based on ascending item price or descending historical sales
volume, oen suers from acute relevance problems, since the irrel-
evant items are much easier to be exposed at the top of the ranking
results. In this work, we propose a two-stage ranking scheme,
which rst recalls wide range of candidate items through rened
query/title keyword matching, and then classies the recalled items
using BERT-Large ne-tuned on human label data. We also im-
plemented parallel prediction on multiple GPU hosts and a C++
tokenization custom op of Tensorow. In this data challenge, our
model won the 1st place in the supervised phase (based on overall
F1 score) and 2nd place in the nal phase (based on average per
query F1 score).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning relevance between query and item is one of the most
fundamental problems in e-Commerce search ranking. But it has
unique requirements compared with traditional semantic matching
problems. For e-Commerce search, unlike web search, item side
textual information typically has limited length compared with
traditional document retrieval.
Within the e-Commerce relevance ranking domain, non-default
ranking is an important but challenging area. On the one hand,
the search results are sorted by other dimensions, such as price,
comments, or freshness, which may inadvertently expose the irrele-
vant items to users, thereby hurting user experiences. For example,
the query “guitar” incorrectly retrieves the accessory item “5Pcs
B-2 Tone replace parts metal guitar strings lines” on a major US
e-Commerce platform. On the other hand, failure to recall the
relevant items is easily detected by the sellers and can result in
prot loss of both the platform and sellers, as well as adverse user
experience. us, this high accuracy recall task[15][4] is key to a
healthy ecosystem on e-Commerce platforms.
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers) is a popular and powerful pre-trained multi-layer transformer
model released by Google AI in 2018[6]. It achieved state of the art
results on multiple benchmark natural language challenges, such
as the Stanford estion and Answer Dataset. More details on how
to use the pre-trained model can be found on its ocial github
page[5].
§ese authors contributed equally to this research.
In this work, we investigate ways to introduce BERT into e-
Commerce non-default search ranking. Our contributions are as
follows:
• Using a two-stage ranking scheme to incorporate BERT
into high-accuracy recall search ranking task.
• Implement parallel prediction on multiple GPU hosts and
a C++-based BERT tokenizer via Tensorow custom op.
• Experiment and compare dierent BERT ne-tuning schemes
and features.
2 RELATEDWORK
e task of e-Commerce search ranking has been extensively stud-
ied in the past. Traditional methods that predate neural nets include
RankNet [2], RankSVM [10], GBRank [21]), and list-wise models
like AdaRank [18] and LambdaMart [3]; see [11] for a complete
survey.
With the explosion of deep learning in the recent decade, we
see largely a dichotomy of new approaches to ranking. In the
rst category, embeddings of the query and item are learned rst
in an unsupervised manner, which are subsequently fed as fea-
tures in a supervised phase. is has been explored in [16], [20],
and [1]. e other approach, pioneered by the DSSM[9] model
initially conceived in 2013, learns the ranking task end-to-end. Sev-
eral noteworthy follow-up works include DRMM[8], Duet[12], and
DeepRank[13].
Literature on non-default search ranking methods on any plat-
form is very sparse. We were not able to nd anything useful in
the e-Commerce seing. However the methods listed above can
be easily adapted to a binary classication task for the purpose of
ltering irrelevant results.
3 METHODS
In this part, we will briey introduce methods and models we tried
in this task. First, we describe how we clean the data, and how
we conducted coarse-grained item recall based on semantic term
matching. en we will focus on dierent ne-tuning methods to
achieve high precision recall tradeo. e general process is as
illustrated in Figure 1
3.1 Coarse-grained Item Recall
We applied some widely used NLP techniques to perform text data
pre-processing for term matching based item recall, specically, a
pipeline with tokenizer, stopword removal, and stemmer. And we
also used synonyms to expand queries, by adding the synonyms to
the original query tokens.
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Figure 1: General process of Two-stage document retrieval
model
• Tokenization: queries and titles were both tokenized by
discarding special characters and spliing along whites-
paces.
• Stopword removal: adopted stopwords set from NLTK1.
• Stemmer: use word root to represent words in dierent
forms. Here we use SnowballStemmer[14].
• Synonyms Expansion: we applied a synonyms dictionary
to include more related items, e.g. “usmc” to “united states
marine corps”.
According to the corpus oered by data challenge, there are 899k
documents and 150 queries, producing 150 millions of query/item
pairs. Aer the coarse-grained item recall process, we eliminated
the candidate pairs to approximately 5 millions.
3.2 Fine-tune BERT Model
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers)[6],
as a pre-training language model, achieved the state-of-the-art re-
sults on many tasks, such as sentiment analysis[? ] and question
answering[7]. e model architecture is based on multi-layer Trans-
former encoder[17]. BERT’s base model consists of 12 layers, 768
hidden units, and 12 aention heads. It is pre-trained on large text
corpus such as Wikipedia, using combined losses from masked
language model and next sentence prediction.
BERT takes an input sequence with a x length (128 tokens by
default) and outputs the representation of sequence. e input
sequence can represent one or two pieces of text, using a special
token [SEP] to separate. And the rst token of the sequence is
specially designed as [CLS], which is a label embedding of the input
sequence.
In our ne-tuning step, the input data was a triple of (query, item
title, label). We found that rather than the default 128 token length,
the maximum total token size of query and title combined is only
64. is dramatically reduced the memory requirement of training,
allowing us to use bigger batch sizes for beer performance. is
was especially critical when using the BERT-large pretrained model,
even on an Nvidia V100 GPU card which is one of the best in the
market as of early 2019. We managed to use a batch size of 28 on
the laer device.
We also split the supervised data set into training and eval of
roughly 90 to 10 ratio. Initially we made sure that the two data
sets had disjoint sets of queries, as a gold standard for avoiding
1NLTK: hps://www.nltk.org/
over-ing. Eventually however we split examples under each
query with the same ratio between training and eval, to ensure
beer query coverage during training, since some queries were
severely under-represented in the overall labeled data set.
We loaded the pre-trained model released in [5] at the beginning
of training, and concatenated query and title as input sequence
to ne tune BERT in a binary text classication task. e pooled
representation of nal layer, h, given by the embedding of the
special token [CLS], was passed into a simple logistic regression
classier to learn the probability that the title represented a relevant
document for the query.
P(relevance|h) = somax(Wh), (1)
whereW is the parameter to learn in the ne-tuning step, whose
dimension is num hidden size ∗ 2.
3.3 Second-Phase Fine-Tuning
Once the BERT model converged in the held-out eval data set, ac-
cording to batch AUC, we experimented with secondary ne-tuning
on top of the second-to-last somax layer, using a small multi-layer
perceptron. We tried linear, and 2-layer MLP approaches. While the
linear model took a long time to converge, and did not signicantly
exceed the eval accuracy of the baseline BERT model, the 2-layer
MLP did improve signicantly by about 0.6%. is was suciently
motivating to try scoring the full 150m (query, item) pairs with it.
However the performance on the hidden evaluation set was slightly
worse than vanilla BERT model. By ensembling with the vanilla
BERT scores, however, this improved our nal evaluation F1 by
roughly another percentage point.
3.4 Ensemble
We also tried to ensemble the prediction results of dierent BERT
models by simply averaging the scores.
s¯ =
1
N
∑
si ∈S (N )
si (2)
3.5 Other methods
3.5.1 Price and Breadcrumb Features. Given that the task was
about price ascending ranked results, it was natural to add price
to the list of features. In addition, the breadcrumb (hierarchical
category) feature looked very promising, especially since it was
directly visible to the user.
We experimented with adding these two features into the train-
ing data, by simply combining them with the title into a single
“answer” feature, using arbitrary separator such as the bar ascii
character “—”, which is discarded anyway during tokenization. is
increased the maximum token length from 64 to 78 in the super-
vised training data, which is still far shorter than the default 128
token length, so with BERT-Large Whole Word we can still use
batch size of 24 on a V100.
e resulting eval accuracy improved by about 1 point, which
we did not consider high enough to warrant inclusion in the nal
model, due to the added data complexity.
3.5.2 ImageNet Models. For many items, title or more general
text features alone may not be the most informative or authoritative
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in relevance judgment. us we resorted to item images, whose
urls were provided by the competition data set. It took us roughly
1 day to crawl all 900k item images. A small fraction of those were
PNG or TIF, but the majority were of JPEG format.
We used standard tf image decoder to convert the subset of those
images in the training set into tf example format, along with the
query viewed as one of 151 categories. e label can be any integer
from -150 to 150, where a negative label stands for a negative
example, and the label 150 stands for a positive example belonging
to a class outside the 150 queries (otherwise the positive labels are
0-based).
en we used the tutorial ImageNet model Inception V3 in tf.slim
to train a multi-class classication model. For negative examples,
we modied the conventional somax layer by the statistical con-
sideration that a negative label means the example belongs to one
of the remaining 150 categories (including the label 150 which again
means not in any of the 150 given queries).
e resulting eval F1 score from the image model turned out to
be far worse than those of the BERT ne-tuned model, around 0.75%
at best; BERT achieved well over 0.8%, see Table 1. Ensembling
with the BERT model did not signicantly degrade the results of
the laer model, but also did not yield measurable improvement.
4 SCALABLE PREDICTION
While the total number of query, item pairs is over 150m, our recall
selection procedure lowered it to about 5m. is was still a very
large number of examples to score by an expensive model like BERT,
especially if we wanted to iterate fast and try ensembles of multiple
BERT ne-tuned models. erefore we spent signicant amount of
time investigating how to maximize our GPU resources. Essentially
we had about 5 GPU machines, each equipped with 8 Ti1080 Nvidia
GPUs.
4.1 Parallel scoring on a single GPU host
It is relatively straightforward to use all GPUs on a single machine
to do model scoring: simply divide the test le into 8 equal pieces,
and spawn 8 jobs simultaneously to score each one. We found that
very small batch sizes can slow down prediction job signicantly,
but once the batch size reaches above 128, bigger batches did not
make much dierence, even though the GPU memory consumption
went up linearly.
4.2 Parallel scoring on multiple GPU hosts
Next we tried to utilize multiple machines to run BERT scoring
simultaneously. We rst investigated the naive idea of making
GPUs on other machines visible in the OS environment of the chief
machine. is turned out to be impossible, since GPU cards require
installation to communicate with the host CPU.
A brute force approach would be to shard the data locally, then
send equal fractions of the shards to other machines and manually
launch prediction jobs there.
To eliminate the manual step and bookkeeping challenge, we
mounted the host machine onto the 5 GPU machines via NFS, then
during scoring, we issue a master command on the chief host that
would run ssh command into each of the 5 worker hosts, each of
which in turn launches 8 BERT prediction jobs on data stored on
the chief host, using python/tensorow binaries on the chief host,
and storing the predicted scores on the chief host as well. In other
words, the worker hosts are used only for 1. their CPUs for data
ingestion and processing and 2. GPU cards for model forward pass
and nothing else.
Figure 2: Parallel prediction
4.3 C++ based streaming tokenization
Another slow-down factor in the original BERT implementation is
that the input examples need to be converted from tab-separated
format to tf.Example format, before training, evaluation, and model
scoring.
While it is possible to parallel process the conversion job us-
ing python multiprocessing module, it created extra bookkeeping
hassle. In addition, dierent models (such as BERT versus XLNET,
or BERT Whole-Word versus BERT Large) could require multiple
copies of the converted tf.Example binary les in order to accom-
modate dierent tokenization methods.
To eliminate this complication, we developed tensorow-based
C++ tokenization custom op to convert query and titles into their
respective BERT prescribed tokens. e resulting op must take
the vocab le as an input. is diers from more conventional
tokenizers, such as the unigram/bigram tokenizer, which are vocab
le agnostic.
In addition, since BERT combines the query and title tokens into
a single xed length token id list, with special tokens such as [CLS]
and [SEP], we need a way to dynamically stitch the query and title
tokens together, in order to conform with the pre-training method-
ology. is we did in python, using a series of numpy/tensorow
operations.
Figure 3: C++ Streaming Tokenizer
3
5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
We list several results from models we submied to evalAI[19] sys-
tem as shown in Table 1. e model tuned from Whole Word Mask-
ing BERT-Large model(bert.wwm) has a slight improvement(0.37%)
compare to BERT-Base model. Adding a multilayer perceptron of
32 hidden units(bert.wwm.mlp32) to the laer gives the highest F1
score(0.8293) among single models. Ensemble models boost results
further. We ensembled 5 models and obtained F1-score of 0.8451.
During the competition, we received 1st place in the supervised
phase and 2nd place of the nal phase.
Model Precision Recall F1 Score
bert.base.uncased 0.8168 0.8314 0.8241
bert.wwm 0.7509 0.9207 0.8272
bert.wwm.mix title 0.8183 0.8045 0.8114
bert.wwm.mlp32 0.8086 0.8510 0.8293
bert.ensemble 3 0.7655 0.9149 0.8336
bert.ensemble 4 0.7744 0.9152 0.8390
Table 1: Submissions in supervised phase from EvalAI
6 CONCLUSION
We presented in detail our solution for the SIGIR 2019 ‘High accu-
racy recall task’ data challenge, based primarily on query and item
title text features. e main workhorse for the classication task is
a ne-tuned BERT model trained on relevance-labeled query/item
pairs provided by the competition host. To reduce the total num-
ber of scoring pairs from 150m (cartesian product of all queries
and items) down to about 5m, we employed NLP techniques such
as stemming, tokenization, and synonym expansion to lter the
potential candidate set. To further speed up BERT prediction, we
implemented a parallel scoring framework on a GPU cluster based
on NFS. In addition, we reported exploratory results leveraging
other features provided, including item images, prices, and hierar-
chical categories (breadcrumbs). In the future, we hope to explore
other related methodologies, such as BERT distillation and implicit
feedback learning.
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